STATE OF OREGON
DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY AND MINERAL INDUSTRIES
300 NE Oregon St #28
Portland, OR 97201

MISCELLANEOUS APPLICATION
(In compliance with rules and regulations pursuant to ORS 520)

Enerfin Resources Northwest
(Company or Operator)

"C.F.I." 23-15-54
(Lease)

Sec. 15
T 5N R 4W
Surveyed Coordinates:

SHL- 841.09' South and 1,799.72' East of West 1/4 corner of Section 15

BHL- 410.18' South and 305.86' East of SHL

Wildcat: NA  (or) Field Name: Mist Gas

Date: June 17, 1998

Use this form for telephone applications to deepen, rework, abandon, or any other proposed procedure on an existing well.

This form becomes a permit when signed and dated by DOGAMI in the box below.

The present condition of the well, including complete casing record, is as follows:

Casing(s):
9-5/8" 36# K-55 ST&C cemented at 420'
5-1/2" 17# K-55 ST&C cemented at 2,755' (PBTD at 2,660')

Perforations:
6 SPF from 2,310'-2,318'
4 SPF from 2,318'-2,330'

Tubing Detail: 68 joints of 2-3/8" 4.7# J-55 EUE 8rd tubing hung open ended with tail at 2,217'

Following is a detailed account of proposed work:

Set 25 sx cement plug from 2,380' to at least 2,260'. Tagging of plug to be witnessed by DOGAMI representative. Change hole over to drilling mud. Cut off wellhead and cut casings 5' below GL. Set 25 lineal foot cement plug in 5-1/2" casing and 5-1/2" X 9-5/8"
annulus (if needed) from surface. Restore location.

DOGAMI approved JUNE 30 1998

NOTIFY DOGAMI TO
TAG TOP OF ZONE PLUG
by Dennis Lobanek